1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Imitation deficits are a common symptom in left hemisphere (LH) stroke patients with apraxia ([@bb0085]). As a cognitive motor deficit, apraxia is characterized by a bilateral impairment of purposeful, skilled movements, such as imitation, but also pantomime and tool use, which cannot be explained by primary deficits of the sensorimotor system or disturbed communication due to aphasia ([@bb0095]). Previous studies of apraxic patients suggested differences between the imitation of meaningful (MF) and meaningless (ML) gestures, i.e., clinically observable dissociations between impaired imitation of one but not the other gesture type ([@bb0020]; [@bb0140]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0265]; [@bb0320]). Consequently, two differential neural mechanisms for the imitation of ML and MF gestures have been postulated: the route underlying MF gesture imitation has been coined the indirect route since recognition of a MF gesture is thought to facilitate imitation by triggering recall of its meaning and configuration from memorized motor engrams. The second route has been termed the direct imitation route since it connects the visual analysis of a gesture directly to novel patterns without the involvement of semantic representations ([@bb0065]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0285]). Thus, the direct imitation route allows imitation of both gesture types irrespective of associated meaning. In addition, it is assumed that recognizing the meaning of a gesture triggers the use of the indirect imitation route, especially since imitating gestures via the indirect routes seems to be advantageous: stroke patients, as well as healthy subjects, usually imitate MF actions better than ML actions ([@bb0005]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0315]). Within the framework of the dual-route model for gesture imitation, selective deficits in imitating ML gestures can be explained by a selective impairment of the direct route ([@bb0020]; [@bb0140]; [@bb0235]). On the other hand, a selective impairment in imitating MF gestures can be explained by an affection of the indirect semantic imitation route plus an additional difficulty to switch to the direct imitation route, which is putatively intact and would at least in principle allow imitation of any gesture including MF gestures ([@bb0020]; [@bb0310]).

Concerning neural correlates, it has been postulated that the two imitation routes draw upon two differential, anatomically segregated visuo-motor streams, i.e., the dorsal stream and the ventral stream, described initially as processing pathways for vision-for-action ("where") and vision-for-perception ("what", [@bb0165]; [@bb0250]). Based on anatomical studies in monkeys ([@bb0275]), an extension of the dual-stream model of action processing has been proposed with a subdivision of the dorsal stream into a dorso-dorsal and a ventro-dorsal stream ([@bb0040]). In that context, the dorso-dorsal stream is presumed to constitute a "grasp system" supporting online-motor control (especially in the context of tool use), while the ventro-dorsal is thought to constitute the "use system" supporting long-term (tool) action representations ([@bb0040]; [@bb0055]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0275]). Considering analogies for gesture imitation it has been discussed that regions of the dorso-dorsal stream are primarily engaged during the imitation of ML gestures, while ventro-dorsal regions might especially be involved in the imitation of MF gestures due to associated semantic aspects ([@bb0040]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0200]).

Anatomically, both visuo-motor streams originate in the primary visual area (V1). The ventral stream then projects along the occipital and temporal cortices, including the fusiform gyrus (FFG), to the anterior temporal lobe (ATL, [@bb0040]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0225]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0275]), while the dorsal stream projects to the parietal cortex. Within the dorso-dorsal stream, the superior parietal lobule (SPL) and the posterior intraparietal sulcus (IPS) are considered especially important. On the other hand, the inferior parietal lobe (IPL) and parts of the anterior IPS are essential nodes within the ventro-dorsal stream ([@bb0045]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0170]; [@bb0205]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0295]).

Within the context of apraxia, previous studies have contributed not only to the development and refinement but also to the probing of the dual streams model, e.g., by contrasting lesions of stroke patients with different apraxic deficits such as impairments of imitation and pantomime ([@bb0100]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0320]; [@bb0330]). For example, Hoeren and colleagues contrasted lesions of 98 LH stroke patients comparing lesion-symptom-associations for (supposedly) ML hand and finger gesture imitation and pantomime, i.e., MF actions, using voxel-based lesion symptom mapping (VLSM, [@bb0200]). Compatible with the dual route model, Hoeren et al. found that areas related to the dorso-dorsal stream (i.e., the posterior IPS and SPL) were more strongly associated with ML imitation deficits. On the other hand, pantomime deficits and particularly content errors were associated with regions of the ventro-dorsal and ventral streams such as the anterior IPL, posterior MTG, and fibres traversing the extreme capsule. These findings are consistent with results of a PET-study in healthy subjects showing differential activation of ventral and dorsal stream regions involved in MF and ML gesture processing, respectively ([@bb0290]).

It is, however, noteworthy that the tests used to assess finger imitation (the finger imitation test by [@bb0140] adopted in the study by Hoeren and colleagues) includes MF as well as ML finger configurations ([@bb0005]).

Furthermore, Tessari and colleagues showed by lesion subtraction analysis an involvement of regions of the ventral stream in stroke patients with selective deficits in MF gesture imitation and involvement of regions of the dorsal stream in those patients with impaired ML gesture imitation ([@bb0320]). Note that this analysis was based on six cases only.

Considering the implications and limitations of previous studies in this field, we here set out to probe in a large patient sample of LH stroke patients (n = 293) the hypothesis that ventro-dorsal lesions are preferably associated with MF gesture imitation deficits and that dorso-dorsal lesions are instead associated with deficits in imitating ML gestures. To this end, we used the finger configurations of the Goldenberg finger imitation test (1996) that are comparable in many respects but can be divided into ML and MF finger gestures ([@bb0005]). First, we aimed at confirming the prediction of the dual-route model of imitation, i.e., that meaning influences stroke patients\' performance in the finger gesture imitation task. Second, we performed voxel-based lesion symptom mapping (VLSM) to identify the (differential) lesion sites that were associated with deficits in imitating MF versus ML finger gestures and related them to regions of the ventro-dorsal and dorso-dorsal streams. Third, to underline the validity of our findings for MF and ML finger configurations, we aimed at replicating lesion-symptom associations for impaired *hand* gesture imitation that have been consistently observed across multiple studies (see supplementary material).

2. Material and methods {#s0010}
=======================

2.1. Patient sample {#s0015}
-------------------

We retrospectively analysed finger imitation scores and lesion maps of 293 patients (93 women; age \[mean ± standard deviation, SD\] = 57 ± 14 years; time since stroke at the assessment = 9 ± 19 months \[range: 0 to 127 months\]) who had suffered a single (first ever) unilateral left-hemispheric stroke. All patients were right-handed before the stroke ([@bb0260]), did not suffer from any other neurological or psychiatric diseases (e.g., depression), and were between 18 and 95 years old when assessed. Patients were not included if the severity of aphasia prevented informed consent to participate or the understanding of the imitation tasks.

Patients were classified as having a finger imitation deficit if they scored below the cut-off for the finger imitation test, as proposed initially by Goldenberg (see [Section 2.2](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}). Accordingly, 61 (21%) of the 293 LH stroke patients exhibited a finger imitation deficit.

Patients had given written informed consent for participating in the original studies on motor cognition from which these data were drawn. Each of the original studies had been approved by the local ethics committee and had been performed following the Declaration of Helsinki. Additionally, these retrospective analyses were approved by the institutional review board. Behavioural and lesion data of subsets of the current 293 patients were reported before in two other retrospective analyses comparing hand and finger imitation tests (n = 190, [@bb0010]) and investigating the dissociation between MF and ML finger gesture imitation in LH and right hemisphere (RH) stroke at the behavioural level only (n = 132, [@bb0005]).

2.2. Testing procedures {#s0020}
-----------------------

As described in [@bb0010] all patients were assessed with the test of imitating finger gestures by [@bb0125]: the examiner sits opposite to the patient and demonstrates the ten finger gestures in a mirror-like fashion. The examiner uses the hand opposite to the patient\'s non-paretic ipsilesional hand, which the patient is supposed to use for the imitation. After the first demonstration of each gesture, the examiner forms a fist (neutral gesture), and the patient is asked to imitate the previously shown gesture. Two points are allocated for an exact imitation, based solely on the final gesture (self-corrections or hesitations do not influence the score). If the imitation is incorrect, the examiner repeats the demonstration of the gesture and then returns to the neutral gesture (fist) again. The patient is then asked to imitate the gesture once more. One point is allocated for a correct imitation in this second trial, and no points are awarded if the patient fails at the second attempt again. A patient is considered to suffer from a finger imitation deficit if the total imitation score for the ten finger gestures is 16 or less of the 20 possible points. ([@bb0125]).

2.3. Analysis of the effect of meaning on the stroke patients\' finger gesture imitation performance {#s0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the meaning scores previously established in [@bb0005], which reflect how many healthy subjects attribute meaning to one of the ten Goldenberg finger gestures (in %), we analysed how its meaningfulness influenced the imitation of a given finger gesture. For this reason, the mean imitation scores of the two finger gestures (F03 and F09) that are clearly ML (i.e., these two finger gestures meant something to only 7% or 2% of healthy participants) and of the three finger gestures (F05, F06 and F08) that are clearly MF (i.e., these three finger gestures have been attributed with a meaning by 98% of healthy subjects), were calculated and subjected to an ANOVA with the within-subject factor MEANING (two levels: MF, ML), and the between-subject factor finger IMITATION DEFICIT (two levels: present, not present). Note that we subjected the mean imitation scores to all analyses in order to account for the different number of MF (n = 2) and ML (n = 3) finger gestures (i.e., the mean imitation score would be maximally 2, if all patients imitated the gestures correctly, and minimally 0, if all patients failed to imitate them entirely). All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS statistics version 24. Data were analysed with a mixed-design analysis of variance (ANOVA) and are reported at a significance level of p \< .05 for all analyses. Where appropriate, degrees of freedom were Greenhouse--Geisser corrected.

2.4. Imaging procedures and lesion mapping {#s0030}
------------------------------------------

Lesion mapping was performed using either clinical MRI (n = 198) or CT (n = 95) scans.

Lesions were delineated manually on axial slices of a T1-weighted template MRI scan from the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) using the MRIcron software package with a 1 × 1-mm in-plane resolution. Lesions were mapped onto the slices in steps of 5 mm in MNI space using the identical or the closest matching axial slices of each individual\'s CT or MRI. Detailed scanning sequences varied across the sample, which was aggregated from several smaller studies.

2.5. Voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) {#s0035}
----------------------------------------------

VLSM was carried out using the NiiStat toolbox for MATLAB (<https://www.nitrc.org/projects/niistat/>, version 1.1, 2018-06-20). We assessed lesion-symptom associations for the overall score in the finger imitation task, and the mean scores of the three MF and the two ML finger gestures, as well as for the difference between the MF and ML finger configurations (and vice versa), the latter to test for task-specific lesion-symptom-interactions. For comparative reasons, we also report lesion data of the Goldenberg hand imitation task in the supplementary material. In VLSM, *t*-tests on the behavioural scores are performed at each voxel, with groups defined by the presence or absence of damage in each voxel ([@bb0030]). Thereby voxels in which damage is associated with a task deficit can be identified. Only voxels where at least 10% of the 293 (n = 29) patients had a lesion were included in the analysis. Voxels were related to brain regions (visual inspection of voxel-region-overlap) based on the "JHU-atlas" ([@bb0105]) as used in ([@bb0110]; [@bb0340]).

3. Results {#s0040}
==========

3.1. Behavioural results {#s0045}
------------------------

Our behavioural results (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) reproduced the findings of our previous work on this topic ([@bb0005]): in addition to the expected main effect of IMITATION DEFICIT (F (1, 291) = 412.33, p \< .001; note that this factor -- by definition -- separated stroke patients with and without finger imitation deficits), the ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of MEANING (F (1, 291) = 165.99, p \< .001) with worse imitation of the two ML finger gestures compared to imitation of the three MF finger gestures (mean imitation score ± SD: ML finger gestures: 1.64 ± 0.51; MF finger gestures: 1.88 ± 0.25). The interaction MEANING by IMITATION DEFICIT (F (1, 291) = 79.14, p \< .001) was also significant. Post-hoc t-tests revealed that the difference between patients with and without imitation deficit was significant for both MF (mean imitation score ± SD.: patients without imitation deficit: 1.94 ± 0.14; patients with imitation deficit: 1.82 ± 0.31; t (291) = 10.57, p \< .001) and ML gesture imitation (mean imitation score ± SD.: patients without imitation deficit: 1.62 ± 0.39; patients with imitation deficit: 0.94 ± 0.53; t (291) = 16.87, p \< .001). However, the difference in ML gesture imitation performance between patients with and without a finger imitation deficit (mean difference ± S.E.M. difference: 0.68 ± 0.09) was larger than the respective difference in MF gesture imitation performance (mean difference ± S.E.M. difference: 0.12 ± 0.02, t (291) = 8.90, p \< .001). Thus, the difference between patients with and without an imitation deficit was more pronounced when imitating ML gestures compared to MF gestures constituting the significant interaction MEANING by IMITATION DEFICIT. Note that regression analyses did not reveal any significant relationship between the nuisance variables time post stroke, age, and lesion size with (the overall) finger and hand imitation scores (all p \> .1).Fig. 1Behavioural results. Assessment of the interaction of MEANING by IMITATION DEFICIT (F (1, 291) = 79.14, p \< .001): the difference in imitation performance between patients with (n = 61) and without (n = 232) imitation deficit was significant for both MF (mean imitation score ± SD.: patients without imitation deficit: 1.94 ± 0.14; patients with imitation deficit: 1.82 ± 0.31; t (291) = 10.57, p \< .001) and ML gesture imitation (mean imitation score ± SD.: patients without imitation deficit: 1.62 ± 0.39; patients with imitation deficit: 0.94 ± 0.53; t (291) = 16.87, p \< .001). However, the difference between patients with and without imitation deficits was significantly larger for ML (ΔML, mean difference ± S.E.M. difference: 0.68 ± 0.09) compared to MF (ΔMF, mean difference ± S.E.M. difference: 0.12 ± 0.02, t (291) = 8.90, p \< .001) gestures.Fig. 1

To ensure that the replication of our previous results was not simply driven by the effect of meaning on imitation in the 132 patients, who had been included in our previously published study ([@bb0005]), we also repeated the above described analyses with the behavioural data of the 161 new patients who had not been included in the previous analyses. This analysis yielded the same pattern of results.

3.2. Dissociations between the imitation of ML and MF finger gestures {#s0050}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In total, seven of the 293 LH stroke patients exhibited a score of 0 points for the imitation of the two ML finger gestures, i.e., these patients completely failed to imitate the two-finger gestures that were rated as ML. Two of those seven patients showed a preserved imitation of the three finger gestures, which were classified as MF. The inverse dissociation (preserved imitation of ML finger gestures, impaired imitation of MF finger gestures) was not observed in our sample of 293 stroke patients. Note that in the whole sample, no patient entirely failed in imitating the MF finger gestures.

3.3. VLSM results {#s0055}
-----------------

The lesion overlay in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} displays voxels where at least 10% (n = 29) of all 293 LH stroke patients had a lesion (i.e., [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} displays those voxels which were subjected to the VLSM for finger imitation). Note the lesion coverage of the vascular territory of the left middle cerebral artery (MCA).Fig. 2Lesion overlay. Lesion overlay plot for all 293 LH stroke patients where at least 10% (n = 29) of the patients had a lesion, i.e. displayed are only those voxels which were subjected to the VLSM.Fig. 2

We also subjected the hand imitation scores to a VLSM in order to assure the validity of our findings (see Supplementary material, Supplementary Fig. 1).

When we subjected the overall finger imitation scores to a VLSM, no voxels survived corrected thresholds. Thus, all of the following analyses are reported at the uncorrected threshold of p \< .05. Note that previous studies on finger gesture imitation used uncorrected thresholds too ([@bb0090]; [@bb0150]).

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a displays voxels where damage was associated with poor performance in the overall finger imitation task. Note that more negative T-values indicate stronger lesion-symptom-association. Voxels, where damage was associated with overall finger imitation deficits, were mainly located in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, max. T-value (pars triangularis): −3.03), the middle frontal gyrus (MFG, max. T-value: −3.20), pre- and postcentral gyrus (max. T-values: −4.25 and −4.49 respectively), the superior temporal gyrus (STG, max. T-value −2.64), the posterior middle temporal gyrus (pMTG, max. T-value −2.71), the middle occipital gyrus (MOG, max. T-value: −3.43), the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF, max. T-value: −4.17), as well as the supramarginal (SMG, max. T-value: −3.45) and angular (AG, max. T-value: −3.63) gyrus of the inferior parietal lobe (IPL), and the superior parietal gyrus (SPG, max. T-value: −2.64).Fig. 3VLSM analysis results. a) Results of the VLSM analysis for the *overall* finger imitation scores. VLSM-parameter: minimum lesion overlay 10% (n = 29), level of significance p \< .05, uncorrected. Please note: this analysis did not reveal any significant voxels at p \< .05 after controlling for multiple comparisons using FDR-correction. Thus, in all analyses on finger imitation, results are reported at the uncorrected significance level of p \< .05. b) Results of the separate VLSM for the mean imitation scores of a) the three meaningful (MF, red) and the two meaningless (ML, blue) gestures. Magenta voxels represent the overlap between both VLSM (VLSM-parameter: see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a). c) Results of the VLSM for the difference between the mean imitation scores of ML minus MF finger gesture imitation (VLSM-parameter: see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a). Note that there were no voxels associated with the difference MF minus ML finger imitation at the significance level of p \< .05, uncorrected.Fig. 3

The results of the VLSM, in which we subjected the mean imitation scores of the three MF gestures (red areas) and the two ML gestures (blue areas), are displayed in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b. T-values of the regions resulting from the VLSM analyses of MF and ML finger imitation deficits are listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Besides, the region-specific T-values are ranked according to the lesion-symptom-association strength in a given VSLM analysis (here: MF, ML; see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). The VLSM for the difference scores of "ML minus MF" finger gesture imitation is shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}c. Note that there were no voxels associated with the reverse difference (i.e., "MF minus ML").Table 1Summary of relevant lesion-symptom-associations for deficits in imitating ML and MF finger gestures.Table 1[^1][^2]

Voxels associated with a poor performance of both MF and ML finger gesture imitation mainly overlapped in the pre- and postcentral gyrus, IFG, SLF, IPL, and the SPG (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b, pink areas).

Mainly dorso-dorsal regions were explicitly associated with poorer performance in the ML finger gesture imitation: the pre- (max. T-value: −3.93) and postcentral gyrus (max. T-value: −3.90), and the SLF (max. T-value: −4.29, see blue areas in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a). On the other hand, more ventro-dorsal regions were implicated explicitly in the imitation of MF finger gesture, particularly the SMG (max. T-value: −3.73) and the AG (max. T-value: −3.73), the MOG (max. T-value: −3.82), and the posterior MTG (max. T-value: −3.35, see red areas in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a). The VLSM for the difference score "ML minus MF" finger gesture imitation indicated that especially damage to voxels in the IFG (max. T-values: −2.54) and the pre- (max. T-values: −2.87) and postcentral gyrus (max. T-values: −3.27) as well as the SLF (max. T-values: −3.27) was associated with *worse ML* finger gesture imitation relative to MF gesture imitation. Note that small difference scores for ML minus MF were either due to small scores in ML finger gesture imitation or large scores in MF finger gesture imitation. On the other hand, there were no voxels at this threshold where damage predicted worse MF finger gesture imitation relative to ML finger gesture imitation.

Consistently, [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} clearly shows that for the VLSM analysis of imitation deficits for meaningless (ML) finger gestures regions of the dorso-dorsal processing stream achieve more negative T-values and higher ranks than the regions of the ventro-dorsal processing stream. For the VLSM analysis of imitation deficits for MF finger gestures, the inverse pattern was observed. Notably, this detailed analysis also revealed that the superior parietal gyrus (SPG) was implicated in *both* MF and ML finger gesture imitation (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

4. Discussion {#s0060}
=============

There are two main findings of this study: first of all, behavioural analyses of the data of this large sample of 293 patients (including data of 161 patients not reported before) confirmed the notion that the meaning of a gesture affects finger imitation performance in (LH) stroke patients, especially in those patients with a finger imitation deficit ([@bb0005]). The second main finding concerns the involvement of regions of the ventro-dorsal and dorso-dorsal streams in the imitation of MF and ML finger gestures. While deficits in the overall finger imitation task, which includes MF and ML finger gestures covered a large proportion of both streams ([@bb0040]), there were specific lesion patterns associated with deficient imitation of ML and MF finger gestures. The former was predominantly associated with lesions affecting the dorso-dorsal stream, while the latter was related to lesions affecting the ventro-dorsal stream. Taken together, these data support the dual-route model of gesture imitation at the behavioural as well as the lesion level. Since the current behavioural results replicate previously published findings ([@bb0005], [@bb0010]; albeit in a now even larger cohort of LH stroke patients), we will focus the following discussion on the lesion mapping results.

VLSM in the current sample of 293 patients with LH stroke revealed that lesioned voxels mainly in the following regions were associated with overall finger imitation deficits: IFG, posterior STG, the STG itself, SLF, the posterior MTG, MOG, MFG, pre- and postcentral gyrus as well as the SMG, AG, and SPG. The implication of this large set of regions in the task of imitating finger configurations is in good accordance with findings of other studies investigating imitation deficits in stroke patients ([@bb0060]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0330]). Furthermore, it is evident that voxels associated with deficits in the overall finger imitation task, which includes MF and ML finger gestures, covered a large proportion of both the ventro-dorsal and dorso-dorsal stream ([@bb0040]). For the overall finger imitation task, the strongest lesion-symptom-associations (indicated by the respective T-values) were found in regions of the dorso-dorsal stream and for the IPL (max. T-values for SMG: −3.45 and AG: −3.63). The three highest lesion-symptom-associations as indicated by the max. T-value (the more negative the T-value, the stronger the lesion-symptom-association) were found in the pre- (max. T-value: −4.25) and postcentral gyrus (max. T-value: −4.49) as well as the SLF (max. T-value: −4.17). These three regions are considered to belong to the dorso-dorsal processing stream. Interestingly, this finding is directly related to a previous behavioural study by Tessari and Rumiati. In that study, the importance of the direct imitation route when (as in the current study) MF and ML gestures were presented in a mixed manner was stressed ([@bb0315]), since the direct imitation route, which is associated with the dorso-dorsal stream, allows imitation of both MF and ML gestures. As shown by [@bb0315], in imitation tasks where MF and ML gestures are presented in a mixed manner, rather than in blocks of either gesture type, it seems to be advantageous concerning cognitive resources to rely on the imitation route, which allows imitation of both gesture types, rather than switching between the indirect and direct imitation route.

Further analyses revealed that voxels specifically associated with ML finger gesture imitation deficits were mainly located in the pre- and postcentral gyrus, the SLF and the IFG pars triangularis and opercularis. All these regions are considered to be part of the dorso-dorsal stream. On the other hand, more ventro-dorsal regions were implicated in MF finger gesture imitation, particularly the SMG and the AG of the IPL, the MOG, and the posterior superior and middle temporal gyri. Therefore, the distribution of lesions associated with MF or ML finger imitation deficits converges with the predictions derived from the visuo-motor streams model: while the dorso-dorsal stream is considered to support online-motor control specifically relevant during the imitation of ML gestures, regions of the ventro-dorsal stream were implicated in the imitation of MF gestures with associated semantic aspects ([@bb0040]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0200]). Note that the SPL, which is implicated in visuo-motor online motor control ([@bb0270]), a process that is especially relevant for finger coordination and imitation, was involved in both MF and ML finger imitation (as well overall finger imitation). A prerequisite for the correct imitation of a given finger gesture is the precise visuo-spatial analysis of the perceptually similar finger gestures ([@bb0130]). On the other hand, the same precision is demanded when the participant is configuring the individual fingers to match the template gesture in the imitation process. Therefore, finger gesture imitation puts high demands on movement precision and thus (on-line) corrections of movements. Exactly these motor processes are supported by the SPG ([@bb0080]).

Moreover, support for the dual pathway model of imitation can be derived from the results of the VLSM for the difference scores ML minus MF finger gesture imitation (and vice versa). The VLSM with the difference score ML minus MF finger imitation indicated that damage to voxels in the IFG and the pre- and postcentral cortex was associated with worse ML gesture imitation. Thus, it can be reasoned that these brain regions of the dorso-dorsal stream correspond to the direct imitation route, which is used explicitly for ML finger gesture imitation, since MF gestures can also be imitated via the indirect imitation route, which is - as shown here - associated with ventro-dorsal stream regions. On the other hand, there were no voxels, where damage predicted worse MF than ML finger gesture imitation -- even at the uncorrected threshold of p \< .05. This finding is consistent with the observation that single case analyses (in the examined large patient sample, n = 293) revealed not a single patient with deficient MF, but spared ML gesture imitation (see also [@bb0005]). The dual-route model of gesture imitation can also explain this behavioural pattern: worse imitation of MF gestures requires a selective deficit of the indirect imitation route *and* additional problems to switch to the intact direct imitation route, which would still allow the imitation of any gesture irrespective of its meaning ([@bb0020]; [@bb0290]). Our data indicate that at the group and single case level the occurrence of both deficits in a given patient, i.e., a deficient indirect imitation route *and* problems in switching to the direct route, is very rare. This notion is also reflected in the small number of reported cases (n = 4) in the literature with deficient MF, but preserved ML gesture imitation ([@bb0020]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0255]).

Even though the current results are in good accordance with the literature supporting the dual pathway model of imitation, some limitations have to be considered. First of all, concerning the task under investigation, i.e., finger imitation, it has to be noted that the number of finger gestures was small, i.e., ten different gestures (with the emphasis on the five MF and ML gestures). However, this is at least in part compensated for by the large patient sample (n = 293). Moreover, the distribution of voxels associated with poor performance in the finger imitation task per se (including all ten finger gestures) was similar to the combined results of the two VLSMs separately investigating the two ML and the three MF finger gestures. This finding implies that not too much information was lost by subjecting only half of the ten finger gestures to the VLSM for MF and ML finger gesture imitation. Furthermore, the findings of the current study probed the results of Hoeren and colleagues who analysed the imitation of finger and hand gestures although hand gestures are ML and finger gestures are - at least in part - MF. Moreover, the current results extend the findings of [@bb0320], who reported a lesion overlay analysis in only six patients with selective deficits in imitating ML versus MF gestures, by investigating a large patient sample (n = 293) and adopting a statistically more profound approach, i.e., VLSM.

Concerning the VLSM-results it is essential to note that they need to be considered with some caution. No voxels survived the finger imitation analyses after correction for multiple comparisons, although our sample with data of 293 LH stroke patients was huge. Correction for multiple comparisons is recommended for several reasons ([@bb0070]; [@bb0245]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0305]). However, concerning the finger imitation task under investigation, several lesion studies also used uncorrected thresholds ([@bb0090]; [@bb0150]) or lower (corrected) thresholds than those for hand imitation (e.g., finger imitation: FDR p \< .05, hand imitation: FDR p \< .01 ([@bb0200])). Thus, a lack of power seems unlikely, also with regards to the robust significant and literature-consistent results of the VLSM for hand imitation deficits (see supplementary material and e.g. ([@bb0150])). The lack of significant voxels at the corrected level for finger imitation deficits in VLSM might instead be related to the notion that a wide-spread network of brain regions is involved in the finger imitation task. This consideration is lent credence by a recent study showing that in large patient samples false negative results can arise when a given deficit can be caused by different lesion sites ([@bb0115]). In line with this notion, studies on finger imitation have commonly implicated a wide-spread network of brain regions, even including the right hemisphere, which was not assessed in this study ([@bb0135]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0195]).

Besides these aspects, also the method used to delineate the stroke lesions needs consideration. All lesions were marked manually, which is still the standard of lesion demarcation ([@bb0335]). However, this approach is observer-dependent. Further, the data were derived from several studies, i.e., different investigators were involved, although all lesions were cross-checked by a second investigator experienced in lesion delineation to ensure reliability. Finally, delineated lesion size may vary as a function of scan resolution, which differs within and across the two scan modalities (CT versus MRI) ([@bb0075]; [@bb0070]).

5. Conclusion {#s0065}
=============

Confirming, but also clearly extending previous behavioural findings, our current results based upon a large cohort of patients with LH stroke (n = 293) strongly support current cognitive (dual-route) models of imitation ([@bb0065]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0285]). Furthermore, our lesion mapping data relate the concept of visuo-motor streams to the dual-route model of imitation. The results suggest that damage of the dorso-dorsal stream leads to deficits in ML finger gesture imitation (presumably caused by a dysfunction of the direct imitation route), while deficits in MF finger gesture imitation (putatively related to a dysfunction of the indirect imitation route) are associated with damage of the ventro-dorsal stream.

Glossary {#s0070}
========

AGangular gyrusaIPSanterior intraparietal sulcusATLanterior temporal lobe/poleFDRfalse discovery rateFFGfusiform gyrusIFGinferior frontal gyrusIPLinferior parietal lobeLHleft-hemispheric/left hemisphereMFmeaningfulMFGmiddle frontal gyrusMLmeaninglessMOGmiddle occipital gyruspMTGposterior middle temporal gyruspSTGposterior superior temporal gyrusSLFsuperior longitudinal fasciculusSMGsupramarginal gyrusSPGsuperior parietal gyrusSPLsuperior parietal lobuleSTGsuperior temporal gyrusV1primary visual areaVLSMvoxel-based lesion-symptom-mapping

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Fig. 1Results of the VLSM analysis for hand imitation scores. Note that only 291 of the 293 patients, of whom finger imitation data are reported in the main article, were included in this analysis, since hand imitation scores of two patients were not available. VLSM-parameter: minimum lesion overlay 10% (n = 29), level of significance p \< 0.01, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons.Supplementary Fig. 1Supplementary materialImage 1
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[^1]: The upper part of the table lists the regions commonly associated with the dorso-dorsal processing stream (depicted in blue). The regions of the ventro-dorsal processing stream are depicted in red and listed in the lower part of the table. The first column indicates the index number of a given region in the JHU-atlas. The last four columns list the T-values as well as the corresponding rank for the regions that were revealed by the VLSM analyses of meaningful (MF) and meaningless (ML) finger imitation, respectively. Note that for both analyses, more negative T-values indicate stronger lesion-symptom-associations. Accordingly, the regions and thus the lesion-symptom-associations were ranked from the lowest (negative) T-value (i.e., strongest association, rank 1) to the highest (negative) T-value (i.e., weakest association, rank 12) - separately for both analyses.

[^2]: The table shows that for the VLSM analysis of deficits in ML finger gesture imitation, regions of the dorso-dorsal processing stream achieve higher T-values and higher ranks than the regions of the ventro-dorsal processing stream. For the VLSM analysis of imitation deficits for MF finger gestures, the inverse pattern was observed. Notably, this detailed analysis also revealed that the superior parietal gyrus (SPG, depicted in black) was implicated in *both* MF and ML finger gesture imitation.
